card		upright 		reverse		secondaries (upright)		secondaries (reversed)
MAJORS
The Fool
new beginnings recklessness
free spirit spontaneity 		
risk naivete
Magician
master of skill manipulation
action resourceful concentration
deception unfocused
High Priestess inner voice
repression
intuition subconscious		
silence secrets
The Empress
motherhood
dependence
nature nurture			
creative block smothering
The Emperor
authority
control		power fatherly			rigidity domination
The Hierophant wisdom		
indiscretion
morality beliefs			
freedom rebellion
The Lovers
relationships
disharmony
commitment crossroads choices
infidelity separation self-love
The Chariot
determination
self-discipline
will power control		
aggression opposition
Strength
influence
weakness
control compassion		 self-doubt insecurity
The Hermit
soul searching withdrawal
alone time self discovery		
loneliness isolation
Wheel of Fortune destiny		
misfortune
karma luck fate			
upheaval loss
Justice		
cause and effect injustice		
truth fairness			
unfairness dishonesty
Hanged Man
perspective
resistance
letting go pause sacrifice
indecision stalling delays
Death		
endings		
stagnation
transition beginnings		
fear of change resistance
Temperance
patience		imbalance
balance purpose			excess impatience
The Devil
restriction
detachment
excess fear temptation		
self control release freedom
The Tower
upheaval
resisting change sudden chaos awakening 		
close call fear of loss
The Star		renewal		discouragement faith hope 			
despair uninspired
The Moon
subconscious
repression
intuition illusion 			
fear confusion
The Sun		
happiness
discontent
joy optimism			
pessimism mania
Judgement
rebirth		
indecision
calling awakening		 self-doubt life lessons
The World
completion
disappointment triumph harmony 		
incompletion emptiness
The Unknown divine faith
egotism		
openness curiosity		
reticence shielding
The Beyond
the soul		
apathy		
belief higher being		
mistrust doubt
The Universe
infinite growth decadence
evolution possibilities
regress stagnation
The Messenger spirit guides
ignorance
protection divine signs		
disregard unreceptive
MATCHES
Ace		
inspiration
distraction
Two		
progression
indecision
Three		foresight		obstacles
Four		
celebration
leaving home
Five
conflict
compromise
Six		acclaim		arrogance
Seven		
challenges
exhaustion
Eight		
movement
slowing down
Nine		
resilience
exhaustion
Ten		
accomplishment delegation
Page		
free spirit
setbacks		
Knight		
adventure
recklessness
Queen		
courage		
self-doubt
King		
born leader
poor leader

opportunity potential 		
delay hesitation
planning discovery 		
holding back fear of change
expansion progress 		frustration delays
community harmony		
transition uncertainty
rivalry competition		
agreement harmony
sucess victory			disgrace pride
perseverance protection 		
vulnerability overwhelmed
air travel quick decisions 		
panic delays
persistence courage 		
paranoia struggle
burden responsibility 		
stress burnout
discovery exploration 		
procrastination aimless
energy passion 		
impulse anger
fierce energy take charge independence overbearing jealousy
vision + intent success 		
overbearing unrealistic

CUPS
Ace		
creativity
intuition		
Two		
partnership
disharmony
Three		
friendship
independence
Four		
meditation
withdrawal
Five		
disappointment moving on
Six		 innocence
forgiveness
Seven		
opportunities
illusions		
Eight 		
abandonment
avoidance
Nine		
wish come true overindulgence
Ten		
family bliss
dysfunction
Page		
curiosity		
immaturity
Knight		charmer		heartbreaker
Queen		
compassion
martyrdom
King		
compassion
heartless		

compassion new love		
self-love repression
connection unity			
distrust tension
community collaboration		
gossip alone time
contemplation apathy		 retreat acceptance
pessimism regret			
forgiveness acceptance
playful joy			serious independence
wishful thinking dreamer		
confusion choices fantasy
escapism withdrawal		
walking away fear of loss
gratitude contentment		
materialism disatisfaction
harmony happiness		 disharmony separation
intuition possibility		
vulnerabilty envy
romance proposal			moods jealousy
comfort calm			
insecurity dependence
control balance			
moody uncaring

card		upright 		reverse		secondaries (upright)		secondaries (reversed)
NEEDLES
Ace		
Two		
Three		
Four		
Five		
Six		
Seven		
Eight 		
Nine		
Ten		
Page		
Knight		
Queen		
King		

breakthrough
decision		
heartbreak
relaxation
disagreement
rite of passage
betrayal		
imprisonment
hopelessness
backstabbing
restlessness
unstoppable
clear of mind
discipline

BUTTONS
Ace		
opportunity
Two
balacing act
Three		
collaboration
Four		
conservatism
Five		
hardship		
Six		
generosity
Seven		
perseverance
Eight		apprentice
Nine		
abundance
Ten		
share the wealth
Page 		
dream endeavor
Knight		
responsibility
Queen		
nurturing
King		
abundance

confusion
indecision
forgiveness
exhaustion
reconciliation
resisting change
confession
self acceptance
letting go
regeneration
manipulation
unpredictable
cold of heart
manipulation

new ideas clarity			
impasse avoidance 		
suffering sorrow			
meditation recuperation		
surrender sneakiness		
moving on healing 		
deception cheating		
self victim entrapment		
anxiety anguish			
betrayal painful end		
curiosity new ideas		
action hero courage		
honest unbiased			
authority intellect			

chaos hostility
confusion stalemate
optimism moving on
stagnation burn-out
compromise resentment
stuck baggage
two-faced cowardice
freedom healing
coping hope
rise above recovery
all talk deception
impulsive aimless
emotional bitterness
cruelty weakness

warning		
spinning plates
disharmony
greed		
recovery		
unpaid debt
aimlessness
perfectionist
overextended
insecurity
procrastination
rut and routine
independence
indulgence

abundance prosperity		
lost opportunity instability
priorities flexibility
overwhelmed overcommited
teamwork learning 		
apathy dissension
security frugality 			
letting go miserly
loss worry isolation		 charity forgiveness
sharing charity			
stinginess self-care
rewards diligence			overwork delays
mastery focus			uninspired mediocrity
luxury rewards			
beyond means workaholic
legacy inheritance		
instability financial loss
manifestation diligence		
laziness greediness
patience accomplish		
boredom stagnation
providing practicality		
jealousy smothering
discipline security		
greed stubborn

